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Abstract

This paper describes an approach for video structuring
and indexing. It relies on motion wavelet coefficients di-
rectly estimated from image sequence. These coefficients
provide a multiscale characterization of optical flow. They
allow to definedominantand local motion descriptors, re-
spectively related to camera and object displacements. We
use dominant motion descriptors to perform a temporal seg-
mentation of the sequence. Shots extracted are character-
ized in term of dominant motion properties and indexed by
using descriptors related to local motion content. These op-
erations allow to retrieve shots, by example queries, accord-
ing to only dynamic content of the scene and not camera
displacements.

1. Introduction

Video databases are growing so rapidly that most of the
contained information is becoming inaccessible. A valu-
able tool in the management of visual records is the ability
to automatically ”describe” and index the content of video
sequences. Such a facility would allow recovery of desired
video segments or objects from a large video databases. Ef-
ficient use of stock film archives and identification of spe-
cific activities in surveillance videos are usually quoted as
potential applications.

Motion-based video indexing requires to extract mo-
tion features which are relevant to characterize video con-
tent. These features are then analyzed to recover the tem-
poral structure of video (corresponding to various motion
properties) and index elementary video shots according to
some descriptors. These stages should facilitate higher level
tasks, such as video browsing, editing or retrieval.

Our approach for motion-based video indexing relies on

previous works which concern global motion estimation be-
tween two images using wavelet-based parametric model
[1, 7]. Contrary to polynomial motion models, largely used
in motion-based video indexing [4, 5], such a model can be
directly applied over the whole image without any prior and
unreliable segmentation stage. The estimated motion pa-
rameters (wavelet coefficients) then provide a robust, global
and meaningful description of motion content.

The wavelet coefficients of global motion model are ef-
ficient to classify video sequences [1], and we propose in
this paper to use them to perform, according to dominant
and local motion properties, a temporal partition and in-
dex of image sequences. This aim is achieved by defining,
from the optical flow wavelet coefficients, features related
to dominantand local motion. Dominant motion features
are temporally segmented using an hierarchical classifica-
tion modified to take into account temporal relation between
the motion features extracted. Each video shot, related to
dominant motion, is then indexed by using a variance mea-
sure of wavelet coefficients related to local motion. Exper-
iments on motion-based retrieval are performed to validate
our approach.

2 Optical flow wavelet coefficients estimation

In this section, we briefly outline the algorithm that
we have developed to estimate motion wavelet coefficients.
Further details can be found in [1].

Let us consider an image sequenceI(pi, t) with pi =
(xi, yi) ∈ Ω the location of each pixel in the image.
Thebrightness constancy assumptionstates that the image
brightnessI(pi, t+1) is a simple deformation of the image
at timet

I(pi, t) = I(pi + v(pi), t + 1), (1)

wherev(pi, t) = (u, v) is the optical flow betweenI(pi, t)
andI(pi, t+1). This velocity field can be globally modeled



as a coarse-to-fine 2D wavelet series expansion from scale
L to l
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whereΦL,k1,k2(pi) is the 2D scaling function at scaleL,
andΨH,D,V

j,k1,k2
(pi) are wavelet functions which respectively

represent horizontal, diagonal and vertical variations. These
functions are dilated by2j and shifted byk1 andk2. The
coarsest level corresponds toL = 0 whereasl defines the
finest details that can be fitted by the motion model.

In order to recover a smooth and regular optical flow, we
useB-splinewavelets, which have maximum regularity and
symetry. The degree of the B-spline determines the approx-
imation accuracy.

The motion parameter vectorθ, which contains wavelet
coefficientscL,k1,k2 and dH,D,V

j,k1,k2
for all j, k1, k2 is esti-

mated by minimizing an objective function

θ = argmin
θ

∑

pi∈Ω

ρ (I(pi + vθ(pi), t + 1)− I(pi, t)) ,

(3)
whereρ(·) is a robust norm error (M-estimator). The min-
imization step is achieved using an incremental and mul-
tiresolution estimation method [6].

The wavelet-based motion model enables to estimate for
successive frames an accurate optical flow defined by its
wavelet coefficients [1]. The motion wavelet coefficient
vectorθ also provides a compact and meaningful motion
description usefull to characterize video’s dynamic contents
according to camera displacements and object motions.

3. Multiscale motion characterization

The optical flow multiscale analysis performed by the
wavelet motion model (2) allows to separate global infor-
mation, related to dominant motion (assumed to account for
camera displacement), to local information, more related to
object displacements.

By considering only wavelet coefficients of the largest
scale (L = 0), one can define dominant motion descriptors

θcam =
[
c0, d

H
0 , dV

0 , dD
0

]
. (4)

The function subspace spanned byθcam contains any poly-
noms of degreen, wheren is the degree of the B-splines
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Figure 1. Dominant and local motion extraction: a)
frame from sequence, b) estimated optical flow , c)
dominant motion reconstructed fromθcam and d) lo-
cal motion reconstructed fromθobj .

used to model optical flow. Then, a model based on B-
splines of degree1 allows to recover affine dominant mo-
tions, of degree2, quadratic dominant motions, etc. . .

On the other hand, finer scale wavelet coefficients define
descriptors associated to object motions

θobj =
[
dH

j,k1,k2
, dV

j,k1,k2
, dD

j,k1,k2

]
, (5)

for j = 1, · · · , l and(k1, k2) ∈ [0, 2j − 1]2.
Note that these two descriptors only providequalitative

informations about dominant and local motions and not an
accurate estimation.

Figure 1 presents an example of motion content handled
by θcam andθobj . The image sequence represents a pedes-
trian walking to the right. The dominant motion, due to
the camera displacement, is a translation to the left of the
scene. The optical flow estimated by wavelet model (2) is
presented in figure 1.b). Optical flows reconstructed from
θcam andθobj are respectively shown in figure 1.c) and d)
and exhibit the camera displacement and the pedestrian mo-
tion.

4. Video structuring and indexing

Content-based video indexing primarily requires to re-
cover the temporal structure of video corresponding to el-
ementary shots. Then each shot could be indexed with de-
scriptors related to local motion in order to characterize the
dynamic content of the scene and not camera displacements.

In the following, we present a method to recover these
shots according to dominant motion similarities and to in-
dex them by using local motion descriptors.

4.1. Hierarchical temporal segmentation

Once motion wavelet coefficients have been estimated
for each framefi of a sequenceS containingM frames,
we obtain a feature spaceΩS spanned by the motion fea-
ture vectorsθi, i = 1, . . . , M . To temporally segment the
feature spacesΩcam (spanned byθcam), we consider a hier-
archical classification with a temporal connexity constraint.
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Figure 2. Hierarchical temporal segmentation of an
image sequence. Each framefi of a sequenceS is
indexed by a motion-based feature vectorθi which
is hierarchically classified with a temporal connexity
constraint.

The ascendant hierarchical classification(AHC) [2] is
an incremental clustering process used with efficiency for
image and video database management [3]. Let us consider
the feature spaceΩ. First, the algorithm merges the closest
pairs of vectorsθi, θi±1 (according to aL2 norm) to form
new clusters associated to their center of gravityθ. A vector
θh is kept as individual cluster whenminh ‖ θh−θh±1 ‖>
dmax, wheredmax is a predefined distance threshold. This
procedure is iterated, until no cluster can be merged, for the
lowest level to the upper one in the hierarchy (figure 2).

The hierarchy’s higher level provides a temporal parti-
tion {P1, P2, . . . PN} of the video sequence according to
dominant motion similarities.

4.2. Video shot indexing

We need now to index extracted shots{P1, P2, . . . PN}
according to local motion content. The vectorθobj pro-
vides an accurate local motion description (motion magni-
tude, orientation and localization). This is not very useful
since we are interested in characterizing general properties
of the dynamic content present in video shots. For each
framei, we thus consider a variance measure of the wavelet
coefficients in the different subbands of the representation

σi =
[
σH

1 , σD
1 , σV

1 , σH
2 , . . . , σV

l

]
,

with σH,D,V
j =
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k1,k2=0

∣∣∣dH,D,V
j,k1,k2

∣∣∣
2

, (6)

wherel is the finest scale level used in (2).

ShotP5, N = 196

ShotP6, N = 117

Figure 3. Example of shots (P5 and P6) provided
by the hierarchical segmentation ofΩcam estimated
on “The avenger” sequence. The shot’s first frame is
displayed in the left column, the reconstructed optical
flow fromθcam in the center column and the shot’s
last frame in the right column. The value ofN is the
size ofP .

We define the motion-based descriptor associated to the
shotPk of N frames as the center of gravity ofσi

σk =
1
N

N∑

i=1

σi. (7)

This feature vector allows to index each shot of the se-
quence according to local motion activities for various
scales and orientations.

5. Results

We have carried out experiments on an image sequence
of 8000 frames extracted from the action movie “The
avenger”. For each frame, wavelet coefficients of optical
flow are estimated by using a motion model based on B-
splines of degree 1 with 3 scale levels (L = 0 and l = 2
in relation (2)). We have then extracted shots according
to global motion similarities and indexed them with local
motion descriptors (7). Retrieval operations with example
queries are conducted in order to confirm the index stage
relevance.

These operations lead to extract 233 shots containing 29
frames on average (from minimum 2 frames to maximum
287 frames). Figure 3 shows extracted shotsP5 andP6 with
their associated optical flows reconstructed from the center
of gravity θcam. These two successive shots present oppo-
site global motions, with for the first a camera panning to
the left and for the second a camera panning to the right of
the scene.

Retrieval by example query operations are simply per-
formed by searching, for a given shotPk, the closest shots
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Figure 4. Example of motion-based retrieval operations. First left column displays queries and the four other present
the first four retrieved shots. Each shot is represented by its median frame.

Pj according to an Euclidean distance betweenσk andσj .
This very scheme provides results displayed in figure 4. For
each query (left column), the four first answers are sought
(shots are represented by their median frame). The three
queries present various levels of activity and motion scale.
The first example presents a close up scene with low activ-
ities. The answers fall in the same class of motion. The
second query involves close up scenes with high activities.
The proposed answers present close motion properties. The
last query contains very local motion activities, and again
the shots retrieved present similar motion content (only the
actor’s hand is moving in the fourth answer).

6. Conclusion

We have described an original approach for motion-
based video structuring and indexing. It relies on motion
wavelet coefficients directly estimated from two successive
frames of the sequence. Wavelet coefficients allow to ex-
tract informations related to camera displacements and ob-
ject motions. Exploiting this property, we have proposed to
structure video according to global motion similarities and
to index each extracted shots with local motion descriptors.
This indexation stage allows to retrieve shots with closed
local motion content. We have obtained promising results
on a large sequence extracted from an action movie.

In future works, we will have to find solutions to man-
age efficiently temporal variations of descriptors. Actually,

since our approach is based on descriptor temporal means
(hierarchical segmentation, definition of local motion de-
scriptors), usefull information contained in this dimension
is lost.
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